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__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

sonic re-dress is a collaborative project between visual artist Sonya Rademeyer (South Africa) composer 
Franco Prinsloo (South Africa) and scientist / engineer /technologist/artist and science author, Ben 
Outram (UK). Partnering with arts therapist Anja Pollard (South Africa) the project points towards the 
well-known link between arts and healing. The idea of emotional connections is crucial as it affords 
people the experience of interactions that transcend verbal communication. Specifically acknowledging 
the insecurity, fragility and discord within our current global context, we would like to work with five 
basic or ‘universal’ human emotions.  

 
Composer Franco Prinsloo will create five original musical works reflecting Anger, Happiness, Sadness, 
Fear and Disgust.1 Working with Magdalena de Vries (marimba) and Nonhlanhla Dube (voice)2 the 
music will incorporate indigenous South African instruments as heard in one of Prinsloo’s previous 
compositions from his album Mosiuoa.3 Actress, musician and conceptualizer Nonhlanhla Dube 
collaborated with Prinsloo on this project which was a South African adaption of Hamlet in a 
Multilingual South African context.  
 
It  can be heard here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p6ezC6dSBmM The emotive compositions 
on this project will live on an online space for a calendar year (September 2020 – September 2021) 
and the website will host Prinsloo’s music which may be accessed publicly. For this project, Prinsloo’s 
emotive compositions will serve as a bridge or a means of connecting people from across the African 
continent.  

 
MusicPaint - an app developed by Ben Outram - will join the musical element to that of visual through 
the use of a cellular devise. The app, free to download via the App Store, visualises sound through its 
glass screen interface as a canvas.4 MusicPaint allows users to capture their own voices through an 
inbuilt microphone or to listen to selected music whilst creating visual art by touching the device 
screen. Once the user has created their own painting accompanied by the emotive compositions, they 
would be able to upload their creations to the dedicated website. Here they will be displayed as a visual 
tapestry of emotions for the public to view. Paintings will be ‘stitched’ together in an image program to 
curate the work on-line which will be managed by visual artist, Sonya Rademeyer. 

 
In this time of great challenges, individuals can simultaneously be isolated and connected to others. 
Experiencing human connection is the factor most predictive of resiliency in the face of adversity. 
Through the ‘re-dressing’ of emotions, it is our hope that this project may offer some form of collective 
healing on the continent. 
 

 
Pitch Out pitch is two-fold 
 
1.We are pitching for financial resources to commission 5 composers, living and working on the African 

continent, to contribute to Sonic re-dress.  
  

 
1 The musical compositions will be based on the research done by Dr Karina Lemmer about prosody and sound patterns of 
human emotions.  
2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p6ezC6dSBmM 

3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LoPHT1CGg3Q 
4 It is a user friendly app which has a number of texture- and colour options available, allowing the user to experiment 
and explore whilst listening to selected music, which in this case, would be Prinsloo’s five compositions. 
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We value and respect the collective wisdom of indigenous knowledge and we recognise that the Arts has the 
potential to link distant geographical communities in ways that foster human connection through empathy, 
compassion and understanding. The idea of emotional connections is crucial as it affords people the experience 
of interactions that transcend verbal communication. In order to shed more light on the existing body of 
knowledge about healing through the Arts, we will partner with Arts therapist, Anja Pollard. Furthermore, we 
would like to connect with a specialist in the field of African Indigenous knowledge, and healing through music, 
to collaborate in the project. 
 

African Composers  is an online database for African composers, hosting discussions and interviews with 

composers from all around the continent. Edewede Oriwoh, host of African Composers  says: 

‘anyone who is interested in certain topics — for example “African Composers” should challenge what 
they see online: challenge the viewpoint, challenge the assertions, challenge the authenticity, 
challenge the authority, challenge the “lived experience” — or absence of — and the potentially over 
generalised assertions, and ask more.’ 

  
  

We wish to connect with African Composers who are currently performing interesting and engaging weekly on-

line interviews, available at https://www.africancomposers.com/who-is-an-african-composer. Through the 

current on-line field work offered by Edewede Oriwoh, our project may extend to include and invite composers 
from the African continent to submit compositions, specifically composed for this project. We wish to receive 

funding to enable us to  “commission” a maximum of 5 composers, living and working on the African continent, 

to contribute to Sonic re-dress.  
  

The final collection of compositions will be released digitally on streaming platforms. 
. 

2. We are pitching for financial resources to expand the project beyond its current technological device confines 
and to extend its on-line presence. 

 
MusicPaint is an easy-to-use app requiring only a cellular devise and presence of body (finger). However, 
a clear shortcoming is the exclusion of Android users. This excludes a significant portion of users of the 
African continent , and we would like to see the inclusion thereof. We need financial resources for the 
technological expertise to support this inclusion through further development of the app. In a recent 
2020 survey by a global statistical company, Africa’s market share for Android users is logged at 86,39% 
whilst IOS users lists at 11,08%.5 To expand the project significantly across the continent, it would be 
crucial to address this issue.  

 
Although sonic redress will live for a year on-line via the website, we envisage the project to be able to 
exist for much longer. We would require partnerships to assist in the annual website hosting costs for 
this to happen .  

 
 
Sonya Rademeyer (South Africa) is a PIAD-alumni visual artist.  The primal focus to her work is her dedicated 
interest in exploring empathy through deep-listening www.sonya-rademeyer.com 
Franco Prinsloo (South Africa) is an award winning composer and conductor. He has a specific focus on choral 
music, vocal music and music for theatre https://www.facebook.com/francoprinsloocomposer/ 
Dr Benjamin Outram (UK) is an independent and freelance scientist, engineer, technologist, artist and science 
author living and working in England https://www.benjaminoutram.com 
Anja Pollard (South Africa) is a registered Arts Therapist (Music) and a Fellow of the American Music and Imagery 
Association. She teaches and supervises on tertiary level and is part of the Pretoria Cochlear Implant Unit-team.  
https://anja385.wixsite.com/musictherapist?fbclid=IwAR3hZrdKcr92WksyeG7cX5o8YgC60TnWywWBvjwgrZ4UB
II3GA__7e-A5gE 

 
5 https://gs.statcounter.com/os-market-share/mobile/africa last visited 27/08/2020 
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